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Abstra t - The aim of this paper is to show that
the ommon belief, in the evolutionary ommunity,
that evaluation time usually takes over 90% of the
total time, is far from being always true. In fa t,
many real-world appli ations showed a mu h lower
per entage. This raises several questions, one of them
being the balan e between tness and operators omputational omplexity: what is the use of elaborating
smart evolutionary operators to redu e the number
of evaluations if as a result, the total omputation
time is in reased ?
I. Introdu tion

In a re ent resear h work, we ompared two evolutionary libraries with the help of testben h fun tions[20℄.
During the extensive tests that were involved, we ame
a ross the fa t that the time spent by an evolutionary
algorithm in the evaluation/ tness fun tion was not as
high as expe ted.
In fa t, it appeared that the overhead indu ed by geneti operators (sele tion, mutation, re ombination, et .)
was far from being negligible in many ases. Therefore,
it ame down to us that people may not always be optimising the right pie e of ode.
After shortly dis ussing EA ode optimisation, we
will des ribe four very di erent evolutionary algorithms
where the evaluation fun tion takes from 98% of the total
time down to 26% only.
We will then use ommon testben hes to try to show
that in some ases, over-optimising evolutionary operators may not be a ni e idea after all.
II. Optimising the EA

ode

Many people have been working on the optimisation of
the ode of Evolutionary Algorithms, with the result that
many papers are available on the subje t. As s ientists,
resear hers on entrated on the optimisation of the algorithm itself using the widespread knowledge on this eld.
As an example, many resear h works were ondu ted on
optimising the size of the population [15℄, [2℄: Fu hs[11℄
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uses testben hes to nd the optimal population size to redu e the number of evaluations, Colin Reeves[25℄ tries to
nd the minimum population size with no performan e
loss.
However, with a smaller population size, onvergen e
to lo al optima tends to appear rapidly. One is therefore
tempted to improve (read omplexify) geneti operators
to ght against premature onvergen e [28℄.
All in all, most people try to minimise the number of
evaluations by all possible means [24℄, on the fair ground
that the evaluation fun tion of their problem is extremely
demanding in CPU time.
Moreover, one often refers to a re eived theory that
the CPU time spent in the evaluation fun tion usually
a ounts for more than 90% of the total time.
In fa t, empiri al and experimental omparisons prove
just as diÆ ult as theoreti al demonstrations [33℄, [32℄.
Many fa tors need to be taken into a ount to evaluate
the eÆ ien y of a given algorithm for a given problem
and many test sets have been introdu ed over the years
[6℄, [1℄, [26℄, [5℄, [22℄, [9℄, [16℄, [31℄. Some studies were foussed on the tness value as an eÆ ien y measure, other
ones onsider s alability [32℄, omputational eÆ ien y (in
term of number of fun tion evaluations), parameters setting [10℄, [21℄, quality a hievable within a given time [34℄.
Few tests were really onsidering omputational omplexity issues, dire tly related to CPU time.
A re ent study omparing two evolutionary libraries
(GALib and EO) on testben h fun tions using the
EASEA ompiler2 [7℄, [20℄ showed that the two libraries
were giving very similar results although EO[8℄, a modern library making extensive use of C++ templates, was
using more CPU time to handle genomes. While this was
not at rst a great on ern, loser examination revealed
that in many ases, the gure of 90% was not rea hed,
even with relatively omplex evaluation fun tions.
2 EASEA (EAsy Spe i ation of Evolutionary Algorithms) is a
language dedi ated to evolutionary libraries now developed within
the DREAM European Proje t. Its aim is to relieve the programmer of the task of learning how to use evolutionary libraries and
obje t-oriented programming by only spe ifying the algorithm in a
.ez sour e le.

III. Experimental results

As testben hes may not re e t reality, we looked ba k
at real appli ations rather than ben hmark fun tions. Although in some ases, evaluation took well over 90% of
the total time, we dis overed that in many implementations, the per entage was mu h smaller indeed.
In all ases, the programmers of these experiments
have been trying to minimise evaluation time, sometimes by adding more information than ne essary in the
genome, or by using elaborate re ombination or mutation
operators.
The extra time spent in the evolutionary algorithm
improved the exploration of the sear h spa e. However,
the indu ed extra CPU- ost ould have been used to get
more evaluations done. The following experiments show
that a balan e must be found.
A. Inverse problem for aÆne IFS
Iterated fun tions system (IFS) theory is an important
topi in the domain of fra tals, mainly for image ompression appli ations.
A major hallenge of both theoreti al and pra ti al
interest is the resolution of the so- alled inverse problem.
Ex ept for some parti ular ases, no exa t solution is
known. Some solutions exist based on deterministi or
sto hasti optimization methods, but as the fun tion to
be optimised is extremely omplex, most of them make
some a priori restri tive hypotheses. Solutions based on
GA or ES have been presented for aÆne IFS [13℄, [23℄,
and more re ently on a GP for non aÆne IFS [3℄.
The following test ase is a simple implementation in
EASEA of an EA for the resolution of the inverse problem
for aÆne IFS, with a variable number of fun tions. The
attra tor simulation stage is however still very expensive,
meaning that the tness fun tion takes most of the total
time.
The standard EASEA output reads:
S ore = 2130.927620 image size: 256x256
Elapsed time: 118.77s for 14516 evaluations.
Time spent in evaluation fun tion:
116.3s = 97.9204% of total time.
POP_SIZE=100, NB_GEN=500

With 97.92% of the total time spent in the evaluation
fun tion, this example behaves as expe ted.

B. The Fly Algorithm
This example [17℄, taken from Image Pro essing (stereovision) uses the \Parisian Evolution" paradigm, in whi h
ea h individual in the population represents a part of
the solution rather than the solution itself in a way similar to some arti ial life simulations. It pro esses im-

age data from two digital ameras in order to build a
three-dimensional representation of the s ene. Here, the
algorithm evolves a population of \ ies" whi h are 3-D
points in spa e, using an Evolution Strategy.
A y's tness value is a measurement of the onsisten y
of the proje tions of the y on the two images so that
the ies' tness values are statisti ally biased in favour
of those lying on the surfa es of visible obje ts.
On e evolved, the population of ies spreads onto the
surfa es of the obje ts and the model of the s ene is the
y population taken as a whole.
As is often the ase with Parisian Evolution, population size is large, typi ally 5000 ies. Faster pro essing
may be a hieved using down to 1000 ies, at the expense of mu h less a urate results. Geneti operators
are standard: ranking, gaussian mutation and bary entri rossover. On the other hand, ea h tness al ulation requires lo al image pro essing to orrelate the
neighbourhoods of the y's proje tions on ea h image,
in luding some proje tive geometry to al ulate the lo al
gradient norm and 25 pixel grey value square di eren es
per y.
The genome only onsists of 3 integers orresponding
to the three x; y; z oordinates of the y. Our tests gave
the following average values on 200 generation runs for
two population sizes:

population = 1000
elapsed time: 1560 millise onds
evaluation (in luding gradient)
78.4 %
geneti operators (in l. sele tion)
21.6 %
population = 5000
elapsed time: 4690 millise onds
evaluation (in luding gradient)
66.0 %
geneti operators (in l. sele tion)
34.0 %

On this example, even though the hromosome is very
small, the ontribution of geneti operators to the total time is far from negligible, probably due to the onjugation of the sele tion fun tion (ranking) and a large
population.
C. Mass and Generalised Spring Physi al Model Identiation
Me hani al models, using point masses and generalised
springs, are used in several appli ations su h as syntheti
musi , man-ma hine gestural ommuni ation and image
animation, in order to model dynami ally deformable obje ts. They essentially use two-extremities (\binary")
bonds as in Cordis-Anima [19℄, but may also use threeextremities (\ternary") bonds [18℄. The inverse problem onsisting of nding me hani al parameters (spring
sti ness, lengths at rest, non-linearities, damping oef-

ient values) in order to reprodu e a given kinemati
traje tory, has been rst solved using a ustom-designed
adaptive Evolution Strategy using multiple ost fun tions and hybridised with a gradient des ent fun tion
[18℄. Re ent extensions [29℄ allow to enri h the vis oelasti model through the addition of \mus le" bonds, i.e.:
a tive neural- ontrolled bonds able to add external energy to the system.
The omplexity of the task strongly depends on the
number of bonds, the genome length (i.e.: the number
of bond parameters to be identi ed), and the number of
kinemati frames used in the referen e sequen e. Ea h
evaluation needs a omplete me hani al simulation of the
sequen e, involving physi al for es al ulations and motion integration.
Here are the results of three representative experiments:
Test sequen e: horse1. This is a real-world sequen e
of a real horse walking at a trot. The horse is represented with 35 masses, 53 binary bonds (39 springs
with 4 parameters and 14 dampers with 2 parameters) plus 3 ternary bonds (2 params ea h), giving a
total hromosome length of 3840 bytes:
Sequen e length: 53 frames.
generations: 1010
population: 1000.
184 parameters
evaluation 73.4 %
geneti operators 26.6 %

Test sequen e: horse2. This example is based on the
same real-world horse sequen e, with 35 masses, only
using binary bonds (39 springs with 4 parameters
and 14 dampers with 5 params) for a hromosome
length of 4464 bytes:
Sequen e length: 53 frames.
generations: 1010
population: 500
226 parameters
evaluation 69.17 %
geneti operators
30.83 %

In spite of the omplexity of the tness al ulation, the
share of geneti operators is still high, again around 30%.
Test sequen e: mus le. This nal test uses a synthesised referen e sequen e generated by 3 masses on
10 images, in luding three \mus le" bonds (4 onne tion weights + 4 me hani al parameters = 8 parameters ea h). Unlike the two previous examples,
this test sequen e was devised in the framework of
the development of the mus le model, but does not
represent any realisti obje t due to its low number
of masses and bonds.

Sequen e length: 10 frames
generations: 1010
population: 2000
24 parameters
evaluation 11.03 %
geneti operators
88.97%

With a small size problem and a short tness fun tion,
evaluation per entage drops down to 11 %.
D. PPSN VI
This real-world example omes from the PPSN VI onferen e organisation. The onferen e re eived 156 papers
to be reviewed by 178 reviewers. As su h a massive assignment represents several days' work for a onferen e
organiser, it was de ided that an evolutionary algorithm
should be given the task to automati ally assign papers
to reviewers [4℄.
As ea h paper needed to be reviewed by four reviewers,
ea h reviewer needed to read an average of 155  4=178 =
3:48 papers. It was de ided that the EASEA program
would assign 3 reviewers per paper, and that a fourth
one would be added manually.
Su h an assignment is quite diÆ ult to onstru t beause it is not possible to give any reviewer any paper to
review. A strong onstraint must not be violated (a reviewer must not review a paper of whi h he is an author)
and many soft onstraints need to be satis ed, that an
be in luded as penalties within a tness fun tion:
 It is preferable that all reviewers should have 3 to 5
papers to review (rather than 0 or 12).
 It is preferable that reviewers should not know authors personally. This is of ourse very diÆ ult for
a omputer to tell. However, e-mail addresses elds
an be ompared,
 The assignment should take reviewers' preferen es
into a ount (titles and abstra ts were provided to
the reviewers before the assignment so that they
ould express their preferen es).
 The program should try to mat h papers and reviewers with a maximum of keywords in ommon.
All in all, four databases ontained the ne essary information:
1. A reviewers database, ontaining the name, the email address, and a list of keywords orresponding
to the elds in whi h they are ompetent.
2. A papers database, ontaining the identi ation
number, the title, the list of authors, a list of e-mail
addresses and a list of keywords.
3. A le ontaining the reviewer ID, along with a list
of paper IDs he would rather review.
As mu h information was needed to attribute the
penalties, the genome of ea h individual was quite huge:

Mat h { int KeywContribution;
int Will_Unwill_Contribution;
int KwMat h[4℄;
int ReviewerId[4℄;
int Id;
int Nb;
int reviewer[4℄;
}
Genome { Mat h paper[156℄;
int NbPapersPerReviewer[178℄;
int Distribution[10℄;
int NbPapersPerReviewerContribution;
int Will_Unwill_Contribution;
int TotalKeywContribution;
}

On a Pentium ar hite ture, one instan e of the Mat h
lass takes 64 bytes, giving a total size of 10 748 bytes
for the genome.
The best result was obtained with 5 million generations of 40 individuals, for a total of around 200 million
evaluations.
In this ase, evaluations were very simple (adding
penalties depending on the violated onstraints), and the
time spent in the evaluation fun tion only amounted to
26.4% of the total time.
As the total time was 41 hours and 40 minutes on a
PENTIUM II 300 Mhz, more than 32 hours were spent on
genome handling routines, mutation and re ombination
in luded.
IV. Testben hes with EASEA

The previous examples showed that it is possible to
nd real world problems with ompletely di erent proportions of evaluation time over total time. We therefore reverted to standard ben hmarks implemented in
EASEA to minutely explore this area. Many su h fun tions are available (Sphere, A kley Path, Griewangk,
Rastrigin, Rosenbro k, S hwefel, Weierstrass, et . [30℄)
and their EASEA implementation an be found on the
EASEA web page (http://www-ro q.inria.fr/EASEA/).
A. Choosing test fun tions
Some fun tions are extremely simple (Sphere) and only
take mi ro-se onds to evaluate, when more elaborate
ones (Weierstrass) in lude a loop allowing to tune the
pre ision of the result (and at the same time the evaluation time). Moreover, these fun tions an be run with
di erent dimensions, meaning that the size of the genome
an be hanged while still having meaningful results.
We therefore dis arded very fast test fun tions (like
Sphere, where the evaluation time never goes beyond 1015% of the total time) and very long fun tions (Weierstrass with a long loop) where evaluation time never

omes under 97% of the total time.
Some fun tions showed the very interesting property
of keeping a nearly onstant evaluation per entage whatever the dimension. What happens is that as the dimension in reases, the evolutionary algorithm needs to deal
with larger genomes to lone, mutate, re ombine, whi h
would lead to a smaller evaluation per entage. However,
as dimension in reases, evaluation also takes more time,
tending to ounterbalan e the previous e e t.
Some test fun tions (S hwefel and Griewangk) were
doubly interesting in that their nearly onstant evaluation per entage was around 60-70%, whi h happened to
be the value for the Fly and Mass/Spring model algorithms, and whi h in our experien e seems to be a not so
infrequent value.
If some odd behaviour were to appear on EAs showing
this relatively high evaluation per entage, it would also
appear on algorithms like PPSN, where only 26% of the
total time was devoted to evaluation.
As we wanted to explore the balan e between operator
omplexity and evaluation time, we de ided to ompare
EAs with and without \optimised" EA operators. We
therefore de ided to test a very powerful tool des ribed
by S hwefel in [27℄: the log-normal self-adaptive gaussian mutation operator. This smart operator |originally
reated for Evolution Strategies| was designed in order
to explore lo ally, as well as globally, a bounded sear h
spa e.
Log-normal mutation allows to make variable sized
random jumps. It may be ome self-adaptive in the sense
that a sigma mutation parameter is also evolved by the
EA, thus adapting the exploration range of this mutation a ordingly to the evolution state of ea h individual. This operator makes the algorithm more eÆ ient in
es aping from lo al maxima.
Its implementation is simple: sigma mutation parameters are added to ea h omponent of the genome, (thus
doubling the genome size if ea h gene was a oating point
value). The sigma parameters are evolved exa tly in the
same way as the original genome: they are re ombined
and mutated (gaussian mutation of xed radius). The
mutation of the original genome omponents is a lognormal mutation, with the orresponding variable sigma
en oded in the genome.
B. Explaining the tests and the results
S hwefel's smart mutation operator drasti ally uts down
the number of evaluations by improving the exploration
of the sear h spa e thanks to its self-adapting apabilities. The a hieved e e t is spe ta ular when very ostly
evaluation fun tions are involved: the little added time

Dim.
10
31
100
316
1000
3162
10000

S hwefel with adaptive mutation
Eval. #
Total Eval. %
24151
5.11s
33.0%
9871
3.79s
23.2%
6031
5.17s
14.9%
3271
7.32s
17.2%
3991
26.09s
13.1%
4351
87.55s
12.2%
8311 543.43s
12.1%
J

Fitness
1162
7223
27499
113995
368914
1242240
4084840

H

IJ

S hwefel with standard mutation
Eval. #
Total Eval. %
Fitness
24151
3.79s
48.6%
1209
24151
4.45s
39.5%
7315
24151
6.63s
53.5%
27965
24151
12.74s
58.2%
114133
12151
33.12s
59.8%
369134
24151
97.39s
60.3% 1246990
24151 313.22s
58.8% 4086970

H

Griewangk with adaptive mutation
Eval. #
Total Eval. %
Fitness
4351
1.21s
38.1%
0.479
4471
2.03s
30.0%
4.053
6151
5.28s
18.7%
41.120
8311
18.70s
14.5%
247.330
12151
81.62s
14.2%
840.689
16111
336.23s
13.2%
3158.232
24151 1616.57s
13.3% 10820.232

Dim.
10
31
100
316
1000
3162
10000
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Figure 2: Tests on the S hwefel fun tion
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Dim.
10
31
100
316
1000
3162
10000
H

Griewangk with standard mutation
Eval. #
Total Eval. %
Fitness
24151
3.84s
39.1%
0.515
24151
4.56s
45.2%
4.187
24151
6.76s
54.8%
42.010
24151
14.10s
59.4%
252.430
24151
37.13s
65.3%
843.642
24151
111.24s
65.3%
3169.142
24151
356.98s
64.7% 10845.621

GL

Dim.
10
31
100
316
1000
3162
10000

tion operator is not eÆ ient any more| having a omplex and therefore ostly mutation fun tion be omes a
huge handi ap. For dimension 10000, adaptive mutation
is more than four times slower ( f. gure 1).
If we look at the evaluation time per entage, the algorithm with the non adaptive mutator stabilises around
65% |i.e.: at about the same per entage as the Fly
and Mass/Spring model algorithms| while the evaluation time per entage of the algorithm with adaptive mutation drops to 13% of the total time. This may be what
happened to the PPSN VI example quoted previously.

G

to ompute the sigma mutation parameters is ounterbalan ed with drasti savings in CPU evaluation time. The
trade-o is however not so bene ial with our sele ted
fun tions.
We ondu ted the following experiment to show the
trade-o :
1. We ran the ben hmarks on a wide range of dimensions (note the log s ale) with a standard mutation
operator with a xed number of evaluations (24,151),
and stored the results.
2. We ran the same ben hmarks over the same set of
dimensions with S hwefel's mutation operator until
we got a smaller or equal tness value (these fun tions must be minimised).

Figure 1: Tests on the Griewangk fun tion
It is quite lear that the adaptive mutation operator
works really well: it drasti ally redu es the number of
evaluations for equal or better tness values, and as far
as total time is on erned, the EA is therefore mu h faster
when the problem is relatively simple to solve (until dimension 316). However, when things get tough |i.e.:
when the problem gets so diÆ ult than the smart muta-

The symptoms look the same on S hwefel's fun tion.
Although, for a strange reason, it does not seem to handle the very simple ases very well (maybe until 31), the
S hwefel adaptive mutator is most e e tive until and beyond dimension 3162 when again things get tougher. The
simple mutation wins again beyond dimension 10000 ( f.
gure 2).
As far as evaluation time per entage is on erned, we
also see a big drop down to 12% of total time, while the
non-adaptive fun tion remains stable at around 59%.
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